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Abstract

For more than a decade UCSD and Caltech have worked on improving earthquake locations and focal mechanisms, and systematically estimating stress drops from source spectra. Our results have produced large improvements in earthquake location accuracy for small earthquakes and dramatically sharpened seismicity features in southern California, while providing insight into fault zone processes. We have also produced large catalogs of focal mechanisms and Brune-type stress drop estimates, which have facilitated large-scale analyses of the stress state of the southern California crust. This work has led to a substantial body of published results, both by our group and by others who have used our data products in their own research.

The emphasis of this project has also been to produce and use the updated earthquake catalogs to address specific scientific research problems, such as fine-scale fault structures and rheological properties of the crust, and contribute to SCEC community models. In particular, we analyzed specific new earthquake sequences that are both of significant scientific and public interest.

We have maintained and updated our SCEC Community Products of refined earthquake locations and focal mechanisms for southern California, building on our previous SCEC work, which needed to be continued as more data accumulate and the methodology is improved.

During 2019, we further refined the earthquake locations and focal mechanisms. We updated our procedures by replacing the old location code with GrowClust developed by Trugman and Shearer (2017). The updated catalogs that extend from 1981 through 2019 include the first six months of the M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest sequence. We have also used this catalog to analyze the seismotectonics of the Ridgecrest Coso region (Hauksson and Jones, 2020).

Results: Relocated earthquake (1981-2019)

The relocated (1981 – 2019) HS catalog (Hauksson et al. 2012) of almost 700,000 earthquakes is shown in Figure 1. It is produced via the following steps: (1) Initial locations are computed using existing phase picks and a 1D P and S velocity crustal model of Hauksson (2000); (2) refined locations are computed using existing phase picks and a 3D P and S velocity crustal model; (3) Waveform cross-correlation is performed for 500 nearest neighbors or all events on both P and S arrivals; (4) Similar event clusters are identified based on the waveform correlation coefficients and (5) Events are separately relocated within each similar event cluster using the waveform cross-correlation times and an L1-norm method as applied in the GrowClust program (Trugman and Shearer, 2017). The relocated catalog can be downloaded from here:

http://scedc.caltech.edu/research-tools/alt-2011-dd-hauksson-yang-shear.html

Results: Focal catalog of mechanisms (1981-2019)

In 2012 Yang et al. (2012) published a large refined catalog of focal mechanisms for 1981 to 2010 using the HASH method of Hardebeck and Shearer (2002, 2003.). Both P-wave first motion polarities and S/P amplitude ratios are used to determine these focal mechanisms. We continue updating this catalog based on the latest relocated hypocenters. We have added the following recent improvements to our focal mechanism processing: 1) the capability to use the latest relocations from the refined catalog; 2) modified scripts to use already-downloaded sac waveforms; 3) corrected the code to better include known instrument reversals by referring to station by net code, station, code and location code. The focal mechanisms catalog can be downloaded from here:

http://scedc.caltech.edu/research-tools/alt-2011-yang-hauksson-shear.html
The 2019 Mw6.4 and Mw7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence

Decadal scale variations in the seismicity rate in the northern part of the Eastern California Shear Zone, called the Ridgecrest-Coso region, included seismic quiescence from the 1930s to the early 1980s, followed by increased seismicity through to the 2019 M\text{w6.4} and M\text{w7.1} Ridgecrest
sequence. This sequence exhibited complex rupture patterns on almost orthogonal faults and triggered aftershocks over an area of ~90 km by ~5 to ~10 km wide, which is only a fraction of the previously seismically active area (Figure 2). During the last 40 years, the seismicity has been predominantly strike-slip faulting extending north from the Garlock fault, along the Little Lake and Airport Lake fault zones, and approaching the southernmost Owens Valley fault to the north. The Coso Range forms an extensional step over between these two strike-slip fault systems. This evolution of a plate boundary zone is driven by the northwestward motion of the Sierra Nevada, and crustal extension along the southwestern edge of the Basin and Range Province. Stress inversion of focal mechanisms showed that the new stress state rotates across the step over with the Coso Range and adjacent areas to the north have \( \sigma_1 \) trending ~N17°E while along the M\(_w\)7.1 mainshock rupture the trend is ~N6°E. The friction angles as measured between fault strikes and the \( \sigma_1 \) trends correspond to a frictional coefficient of 0.75, suggesting average fault strength. In comparison, the mature Garlock fault has a smaller frictional coefficient of 0.28, similar to weak faults like the San Andreas fault. Thus it appears that the heterogeneously spatially distributed but strong Ridgecrest Coso faults that accommodate seismicity at seemingly random places and times within the region, are in the process of self-organizing and forming a major through going plate boundary segment. For more information, also see Hauksson and Jones (2020).
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Figure 2. Map and depth cross sections showing the depth distribution of seismicity, which is plotted on top of the three-dimensional Vp velocity model by Hauksson and Unruh (2007). Each aftershock is plotted as a black dot except the M≥5 events which are shown as stars. The A-cross section is parallel to the Mw 7.1 mainshock rupture. The B through F cross sections are taken parallel to the Mw 6.4 rupture. The 2019 surface ruptures are shown in white. ALFZ – Airport Lake fault zone; LLFZ – Little Lake fault zone; WHA – White Hills anticline; From Hauksson and Jones (2020).